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FQU It GUNMEN DIE

second shock was given. The physicians applied the stethoscope.
"I pronounce this man dead," said
Dr. Farr in a low voice. It was 5:43
o'clock. The group of witnesses left
the death chamber and the body of
"Dago Frank" was taken to the autopsy room.
A new lot of witnesses filed in.
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13, 1914.

Labadie settled out of court. Garcia
got 30 days in jail for, bis contemptous
actiona and will face a more aerious
o
charge at the next term of court.
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for
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perjury
Lujan
as the result of the Garcia investigation. The cases of Labadie, Lujan and
Garcia will be heard at the next term
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After Cattle Rustler
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FARMER DIDN'T GET IT
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LOOKS LIKE A STRIKE
a crucifix in each hand as he was led is said to have been an intimate
rrom behind
'
pers have not contested'.
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Roman Labadie, chairman of the Morris struck Bishop
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Should Be Treated in Blood
To Prevent Recurrence.

REGIE
YUAN SHI KAI'S REPUBLIC
TO HAVE FALLEN INTO

111

SAID
DIF-

That Yuaa Sbal-liul'- s
Peking, April
provernment la faced with a ser
ious financial crisis la the opinion p
a substantial tody of foreigners In
l'ekinc and tho treaty ports of China,
These men predict foreign financial
control or a foreign public debt com
mission. The difficulty of the situa
tion Is that the president and his sup
porters are, up to the present, unable
to obtain money from the provinces
for the administrative requirements
t the central government. A letter
to the president from the Tutuh (military governor) of Hunan, accompanycontains
ing a remittance of $200,000,
case
the
of
statement
an interesting
from a practical Chinese point of
the Tutuh,
view. Tan Siang-minsays:
"Of late the country has been In
a turmoil of civil strife and frontier
troubles, an scarcely a day has passsome
military operations.
ed without
After your excellency suppressed the
internal troubles and made peaceful
settlements with the powers, the first
thing that attracted your attention
was the financial aminlstration. For
eign loans have been resorted to to
relieve the country's financial embar
rassment, but owing to the fact that
the terms of the foreign syndicates
were too harsh, some patriotic peo
ple have suggested ways of collecting
taxes while others proposed a re
trenchment policy. But all these spe
cious words and theories can do no
real good to the country.
"During this critical period there
seems to be hardly any remedy for
the country's financial troubles. When
1 read the documents from the central government stating Its financial
difficulties and the orders of your excellency, I gave vent to my grtef in
sobs and tears, like everyone else
who has the sense of patriotism.
"We are In duty bound to relieve
the embarrasment of the government.
If the provinces do not help, national
bankruptcy will result and the nation
13.

.

less the assistnes is forthcoming.
The president and his supporters, by
In
employing the army succeeded
sumwessinK the rebellion of last sum
mer; but they have not been able to
stamp out the elements of disorder.
Indeed, in order to do this they would
a
have to abolish the army itself
mercenary situation, as the frontier
have
fighting the recent rebellions
not
and
yet
discipline
shown, lacking
2V.
developed above the idea that the
to
the
is
right
soldiers
of
privilege
'
, c
.
not
" .4,
.Y
plunder. Yet the president has
hundred
several
to
disband
the power
thousand men in. arms.
the
Disorganization ;' throughout
from
the
government
country prevents
SB"
collecting taxes on western lines from
active
while
as
a
whole,
the provinces
is said,
opposition which will last, it
pres-ideShi-ka- i
remains
as long as Yuan
would otherwise present, in the
southern provinces, the institution of
western system. But the
e. new
forgreatest difficulty is believed by
lacls
the
be
to
In
Peking
eigners here
men
throughout the nation of capable
intelliand
possessing the character
gence to build up a modern system
cinq of the corrupt and antiqnatea
eastern one which tne country Knows
government has fall
Yuan
en back on the old Manchu system of
eivlna the governor (formerly the vice
cer
roy) orders to send to the capital
tne
amounts,
leaving
definite
tain
governor to collect as he can suffi
cient above the required sum to pay
his nrovince's expenses. Including the
cost of his provisional army, ana what
sums he chooses to take as his own
nersonal compensation. But even this
Dlan hitherto has failed, for the cen
tral government has not been abl8 to Calumet pastry is good to
recover the prestige and power wnien look at, good to eat. Always
the Manchus held, feeble as tney light, fluffy, tender and whcle-KnniCalumet is the one baking
were.
The Associatea Fress corres
how
that is high in qualitf and
shown
has
powder
from
Peking
pondence
modern army refused to moderate in price.
the
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
fight the Mongol tribesmen within the
World' Pure Fowl EspnitiM, Clicaf. IU.
Chili,
itself;
the
of
capital,
province
f&rb Expoutiui, Fnuct, Muck, 1912 .
and how, when disbanded, the troops
In
join brigand bands, ne of which,
the province immediately south of
Chili, numbered, it is calculated, over
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FICULTIES

There are successful gargles that stop
soreness in the tbrour, but to prevent their
inecHsant return, the blood must b put in
order. The txwt remedy i !?. S. S.. hs It
influenced all the functions if the hotly to
or waste products
neutralize the irritant
and to stlmuliire their exeretltm through,
the proper ehunnels.
Rheumatic Bore throat Is
dangerous
Indication, as It. menns that the blood Is
loaded with more uric acid than the kidneys can excrete, and may thus lead to
serious jjreneral disturbance.
The action or H. r. rJ. stimulates ceuuinr
of
It prevents the
activity.
irritants in local spots. It euables the
red
new
the
arteries to supply quickly
tissue.
blood to replace worn-ou- t
For this reason uric acid that finds the
throat an easy prey to its breaking down
in
Influence, Is scattered and eliminated.
other words, 8. S. 8. prevents chronic conditions by enabling all the mucous Unities
Its
of the body to secrete healthy mucus.
influence Is shown in a marked improvethe
hronchlul
tubes,
ment of the
whereby
htiBklnexs of voice with thick, (trayisb ex8. S., well
.
overcome.
pectorations iswNtcr.
means a blood bath.
.iiit..,i ,ith
stomach
and at
to
any
since it Is welcome
once (rets into the blood.
and
minerals
8 S. S. Is free of all
ingredients wonderfully conducive to

neaitn.
v.iii can eet. it at ativ orne store, but do
not accept anything else. There is danger
In substitutes. f. . r. is prepm-wj
The Swift Specific Co., B2R Swift Wdir.,
Dept. will (five
Atlanta, in. Our Judical
you free instruction bv mall on any subject
Write today.
Of blood disorders.
i

will lose its independence. And If the
nation Is obliterated, how could the
province of Hunan exist alone? I
sum of $100,000
hereby remit the

to the government.
"It should be borne in mind that
the financial condition of Hunan Is
quite different from that of other pro
vinces.
It would be easy for other
provinces to raise double the amount.
Our remittance, though not large,
is sufficient to display our patriotism
and anxiety over the situaion.
"(Signed) TANG. HSIANG-MINGThis gift, as it might be called, from
the province of Hunhn, small as it Is,
Is exceptional. As a rule little or no
thing can be got from the provinces;
they are, on the contrary, continually
calling upon the central government
for assistance, the Tutuhs threatening
that rebellion, or brigandage and loot
ing that will Implicate the govern
ment with foreigners, will result un
(Mexican)

."
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5,000 men.

Except where foreigners are given
control or a measure of it as in the
case of the extensive salt tax, the Salt
OahRlle the government is able to
collect little in the way of revenues,
Yuan Shi-ka- l
might employ more for
them in authority,
and
put
efgners
but the men immediately round
liim, s well as he himself, have giv
en continued proofs of their unwill- -

I Tin Jn't an mmer wlien yoi toy tlup or kif ci I
I baking powder. Don't be rnbied Boy Calamet lt'i I
I noro economical More whoJeKime fire, bat resaiu. I
soda.
I
I Calaniet U Ur saporior to soar milk

ingness to give authority to

You can save your time and money

and conserve your strength by the
use of COMPLETE ELECTRIC
SERVICE in the house

the labor saved, the energy conserved
the health and beauty retained the pleasure derived and the (
ultimate economy which follows the free use of ELECTRICITY in
the home, they would be the first to urge the adoption of it, and
they would also be the very first to say "it is not expensive."
Did men know

fully know

The "little electric servants" are comparatively cheap to purchase,
and inexpensive to operate. INVESTIGATE TODAY.

"The men in high, positions round
the president are all of the old school,
almost every one having been hign
officials under the Manchus; and It
is generally understood In China that
it was the Chinese and not the Manchus who most opposed the entry of
the foreigner. The opposition to foreigners, however, exists not only in
the president's palace. Whenever the
presidential government negotiates
with foreigners, in making loans,
granting concessions, or any other
business in which there might be
"squeeze' or the surrender of author:
'
ity In any fortn, a noisy opposition
And
In
rises.
view of the feebleness
of the government and the danger of
employing the army, such excitements
have to be curbed and controlled by
The danger of them has
diplomacy.
been shown In very recent years, the
Szechuan outbreak, which was "the
rebelbeginning of the
lion, having been created on the outcry against the Hukwan railway contract.
In desperation the government Is
now endeavoring t obtain another
loan from the Quintuple group of
bankers, composed- or Frencn, German, British, Japanese and Russian
banks, supported by their respective
governments. It will be remembered
that last year's 25,000,000 pounds loan
was the cause of a considerable outbreak among parliamentary members
l
and was one of
against Yuan
the prominent causes of the rebellion
of last summer. Feeling that Yuan's
government is too disorganized and
unstable to trust with another large
loan, the Quintuple legations are requiring the banks to stipulate what
amounts to foreign control n'. China's
flnancfs for a pulod of, it :r stated
50 years, as a condition of any further
extensive borrowing.
Up to the present the government
has refused this condition, and is getting along as best it can with small
loans at hia;h interest, parts of which
are sometimes taken out in arms, am- '
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EVERY WOMAN IS INTERESTED IN THE
MOST IHPORTANT HOUSEHOLD USES

10

FOR ELECTRICITY
Furnish illumination for the home Toast bread Wash the clothes
Keep hot the heating pad Operate the sewing machine
Run the vacuum cleaner
Fry anything that will fry
Percolate coffee
Cook food in the chafing dish
Iron the clothes

Shi-ka-

Costs from ic to 5c an hour to operate these
!

appliances. Let us demonstrate them to
show actual costs. Don't delay do it today

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER
COMPANY

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
When you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
get rid of it with the least possible delay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, 1 have felt kindly 'disposed
toward the manufacturers ' of that
preparation. I know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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NOELTIES;NOTjALL
FROM ACROSS THE POND
MANUFACTURE
YORKERS
TOYS
MANY INTERESTING

NEW

AND

TRINKETS

Not all of the novelty toys come
from Europe. A well known New York
manufacturer is showing something
new in this direction for the coming
holiday trade. One of the chief parts
metal plank,
of the toy Is a
which is supported by a long and a
short brace. Both of these braces
can be folded against the plank in
packing. The main performer is a
metal manikin with movable legs.
Held in its hands are two balancing
rods, with weights fastened at the
ends. When put at the top of the
plank the manikin walks down It Btep
by step and sways from side to side
a
somewhat after the manner of
off
not
fall
does
walker.
It
tightrope
when the end of the plank is reached,
but by force of gravity is held sus
pended by the heels.
h

WL

wrote and published a novel that met
with considerable success. Several
years ago she announced that she wa3
going to retire from club life and take
up the stage. Her present vaudeville
engagement, however, marks her first
professional appearance in this city.
A new night court t with civil juris
diction only has been authorized in
New York for the adjustment of
wage questions affecting employer and
exceeding
employe in amounts not
$50, and It is expected the first court
will be opened in this city at an early
date. It will be a "poor man's court"
In a strict sense, for men and women
having claims for unpaid wages or
questions of dispute relating to employment or dismissal may obtain free
summonses upon making affidavit that
they are not possessed of means exceeding $100. They may also plead
their cases in person if unable to hire
a lawyer.
The court will he open
from 7:30 to 11 p. m. every night
except Sunday.
MOTHERS

OF THIS COUNTRY
have through all ages past and will
through all years to come, take care
of the ordinary simple ailments in
cident to every family with their own
favorite remedy.
In almost every home in the land,
Lydia B. PInkham's Begetable Com
pound is the recognized standard
household remedy for female ills;
thousands of American women owe
thir good health to it. Made from
the roots and herbs of the field, It is
a simple remedy in which suffering
women may place perfect confidence.
It contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs.

Adv.

OKLAHOMA REPUBLICANS
Oklahoma City, Okla., April 13.
Many delegates have arrived here for
the republican convention which Is

to meet tomorrow to name a state
ticket. More than half a dozen candidates are contesting for the nomination for governor.
'

Frankel Brothers devote a big factory to.the
clusive manufacture of this grade.
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for sprin and summer are'
n arid a pleasure to behold..
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SERVICE

System
Fifth Ave N.

Y.

'S.osemmM& Son

It

Eatablislved
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South Momyx

1862

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
J
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Gross, Kelly & Go.
Sole Agents

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Haliet Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANH
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of BaLnldng we
are prepared to give the best of service

Only One "BROMO QUININE"

That is LAXATIVE
BROMO QUI- NINE. Look for the slmature of E.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold, in One Day,
Cures Grip in Two Days. 25c.

18

are proud of the dean record every

FRANKLL FIFTLLN garment carries from
the beinnin to the end. These remark
able men's clothes are made in the heart of New
York, in a modern sanitary plant They are good
because they are made by happy workmen amidst
model surroundings. They are supreme at $15.00
because their makers are specialists in popular priced
clothes.

Veteran clubwomen have been surprised to learn that Mme. Dore, who
has been appearing In vaudeville in
New York, is none other than Mrs. D.
Lyon, who a few years ago was one
of the most widely known clubwomen
In the entire country. Mrs. Lyon was
one of the founders of the Federation
of Women's clubs. She was the pos
sessor of a large fortune until 1910,
when all she had was swept away in
Wall street. At that time her debts
were put at upwards of half a million
dollars. Only a few years previously
her hushanil who was a well known
J;u!j4ler,
.d fxleil for ,a .Jlke amount,.
Mr. i,yo7
nisi, mo whs ivuio ia.v
ton, the noted actress. Besides devoting much of her time to women's
clubs, Mrs. Lyon at one time edited
"The Clubwoman," and in 1903 she

LEGTRICSLLY

IT'S SUCH A COMFORT AT A
TRIFLING COST

t

1

1

O IT

1914.

13,

munition and other necessities of the
Sometimes railway and
ministries.
other concessions are granted f6r
such uncontrolled loans. But it Is
believed that the day of reckoning
will soon arrive.
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RAILROADS
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SEEK PENNANT RACE 10

BEd

SYMPATHY, HE
SAYS

THIS

WEEK

CRITICISES
THAT RESTRICREQUESTS
TIONS BE LOOSED

SENATOR CUMMINS

Washington.April 13. Senator Cummins charged on the floor of the senate today that a persistent and widespread campaign was being conducted
to arouse public sympathy for a five
per cent increase In freight rates on
eastern railroads, now pending before
the interstate commerce commission.
The senator expressed confidence
that the commission would decide the
question on its merits, but said that
the public was being misled by incorrect and ezaggerated statements:
"In connection with the proceedings
before the commission," he continued,
"there is in progress the most comprehensive, energetic, and persistent
campaign that I have ever witnessed
to make the people of the country believe that the effort of the government to regulate railroads, railway
rates and railway practices has result
ed in, dismal, disastrous failure; that
the government in its endeavor to protect the people has impoverished the
transportation companies; that it has
y
driven them to the very verge of
has
it
that
destroyed
and ruin;
their credit and rendered them incapable of performing the service which
commerce deniands; that it has outlawed them from the confidence of
capital and exiled them from the field
of the Investor.
"This extraordinary campaign has
filled the newspapers with headlines,
with dispatches, with letters and with
editorials. It has taken possession of
the magazines out of which week r
week issue appeals for justice to
the decadent railroads and to despondent railroad managers, and it gives
dinners and holds public banquets
where the eloquence of orators paints
lurid pictures of empty treasuries, of
worn out tracks, of falling bridges and
dilapidated equipment. It is beyond
doubt that the railroads are now experiencing a somewhat severe depression. The volume of traffic is greatly
diminished, as compared with ath two
or three years ago. The depression
began with the first of October last,
and has grown more serious with
each month since that time. I hope
and I may add that it is my belief
that these distressing conditions will
be temporary and that speedily business will resume its normal condition."
bank-ruptc-

af-te-

valuable dressing for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
SNOW
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
LINIMENT; it Is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
A

Adv.
AIM TO IMPROVE WATERWAYS
Portland, Ore., April 13. The Col-

umbia and Snake River Waterways
association, which has for its object
the opening to navigation of the Columbia river and its tributaries from
the source of the mouth, met in this
city today for Its fifth annual convention. This morning the board of directors of the association held Its annual meeting. The regular sessions
were begun this afternoon in the assembly rooms of the Portland Commercial club. Delegtes representing
commercial organizations throughout
Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho
and TJtah were in attendance. President George F. Richardson, of
Wash., delivered Ills annual
address at the Initial session. The
proceedings will continue over
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WILL HARKEN TO
LOUD CALL
OF "PLAY BALL"

LEAGUES

THE UMPJRES'

WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS

New York, April 13. The umpire's
cry of "play ball" will resound
throughout the land this week and the
baseball season of 1914 will be started in earnest It will be. the open
ing week in the two major leagues
and the new Federal league. Sev
eral of the leading minor organizations also will get under way, so that
between now and next Saturday the
hearts of thousands of fans will be
gladdened by the first skirmishes In
the pennant wars. For weeks the
reports from the training camps, the
exhibition games played on the road,
and the recent interleague series
have sharpened the appetite of the
baseball "bug" and he is longing for
the sound of the bell announcing the
first regular game of the season.
Rarely has a season opened in the
big leagues with , promise of so
much to interest the fans from the
very start. The uncertainty of what
the season will bring forth in the
way of sensational developments is
what adds spice to the national game.
Thanks to the organization of the
Federal league and Its grabbing of
many players from the National and
American leagues, it has become to
possible to figure out the winners In
the two older organizations with any
thing; approacning certainty. ''Here
tofore the big league teams usually
have been able to retain the most of
their veteran players .and the lounger
idols of the preceding season. But
this year several of the clubs have
undergone the greatest shake up of
There also
players within memory.
have been several changes in ownership and In club management, and on
the whole the changes of various
hinds have been so numerous and, of
such an important character as to
render the "form charts" of the last
season practically worthless as an
aid in doping out the championship
races this year.
Weather permitting, the season in
the National and American leagues
will be ushered In tomorrow with
eight games in as many cities that
make up. the two circuits. In the
National league Boston la to open at
Brooklyn, New York at Philadelphia,
Chicago at Cincinnati and Pittsburgh
at St. Louis. The race in the American league will be started with St.
Louis at Detroit, Cleveland at Chi
cago, Philadelphia at New York and
Washington at Boston.
Two of the most prominent of the
minor organizations, the American
Association and the Southern league,
will open their championship seasons
tomorrow also. Opening games In the
American association will be played
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Purchaser of a 5c Pouch of TUXEDO

That is the object of this remarkable ofter the reason we have gladly
gone to considerable trouble and expense to have this State Seal Medallion
produced for us from specially made dies. We know from experience that
the majority of men who try Tuxedo become permanent smokers of this
superbly mild, delightful, healthful tobacco.
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

Convenient pouch,

1

innerlined with

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe

Tuxedo is the '.favorite tobacco of
critical American ' smokers a refined
tobacco for men of reftr: titzK No
other tobacco has ever ' received the
endorsement of so many famous
Americans leaders in their different
spheres of activity, whose judgment
carries weight and commands consideration.
Tuxedo is made from the very
mildest, ripest Kentucky Burley tobaccoaged until perfectly mellow.
Then treated by the original "Tuxedo

1

Columbus at Louisville,
at Indianapolis, Minneapolis at Kansas City and St. Paul at
Milwaukee.

moisture-proo- f

and Cigarette

Process" that makes Tuxedo absolutely
g
and decidedly
and develop the wonderful mild- -,
nets, fragrancTahd flavor ft the Burley
leaf in a way no other tobacco has ever
successfully imitated.
The handy 5c Cloth Pouch of Tuxedo
.fits snugly in the vest pocket, and
keeps the tobacco fresh and delicious
by its inner wrapping of moisture-proo- f
paper. Especially popular with
smokers who make their own fragrant
Burley cigarettes from Tuxedo.
non-biti-

throat-soothin-

ng

4

paper

Famous green tin

with gold lettering, II Hp
curved to fit pocket
In Tin Humidors, 40c and 80c
In Glass Humidors
50c and 90c

r
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This Free "State Seal" Watch Charm is offered by the enter- nrisincr9 merchants whose names annear
helow.' Their
I'X"
' simnlv
j
or vvaicn unarms is umueu ana uiey cannoi amain more
dealers right away. Get a Sc
so call on the nearest of these
and
Watch Charm, FREE.
TUXEDO
of
ask
for
Seal"
"State
the
pouch
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up-to-da- te

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FREE OFFER TODAY AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT. DEALERS HAVE ONLY A LIMITED SUPPLY OF THESE
MORE. LOOK FOR FREE OFFER SIGN ON DEALER'S WINDOW GET TUXEDO AND ASK FOR SEAL.

the state are working along similar
Albuquerque, Santa Fo and
other cities that will support teams
this year are Interested In what i to
be done here, for the organization ot
a city league in Las Vegas means an
addition to the baseball of the state
dlurlng the season.
From all indications the attendance
In

liniee.

els regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using HER-BINIt thoroughly scours the liver, stomach and bowels, puts the body
in fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladles. Price 60c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

at the 'baseball meeting

Thursday
night will be large. The business men
of the city are especially Invited to Y0AK0I1 TO BATTLE
attend, while all players and fans are
expected to be at the meeting.
According to present plans. It will WITH YOUNG
be the policy of the organization to
have the baseball eeason of this
league started May 3 and continue ''IRON MAN" HAS TWO FAST
BOUTS IN COLORADO BEuntil the entire schedule has been
FORE COMING HERE
team that will
played. The all-stoutside
then
will
be
select
games
play
ed.
Stanley "Soakem" Toakum, the popof the business men ular lightweight, will go tnrough strenwith the fans and players, In fact co- uous work for the net few weeks, acoperation In everything, la necessary cording to Information received from
to insure the success of the proposed Denver. Yoakum, through his manabaseball league. As good baseball In ger; Louis Newman, has been matcha city la in a way an advertisement ed with Pete Jensen, the Fighting
bout at Fort Col- for the community, the move should Dan for a
be backed by the city boosters, and it ana, UOio iuuhmaUw msuu v.u Apia
FANS AND BOOSTERS ARE
undoubtedly will be. The meeting 21 Yoakum will meet Ray Campbell in
LIBRARIANS ORGANIZS
MEET IN COMMERwill begin at 8 o'clock In the Com Denver. According to the Denver
Moose Jaw, Sask,, AJril 13. City
CIAL CLU3 ROOMS
.'
mercial club rooms.
Post Yoakum then will come to this
and town librarians from numerous
city for a bout with Young Duran,
Not only Is Las Vegas Interested In Foley Kidney Pilla Successful for
points in Saskatchewan met here toThe flgt with Campbell in Denver
day and took steps toward the organi- the proposed organization of a city
To have a fine healthy complexion on April 21 will be one of the hardest
sation of a provincial society.
baseball league, but many other cities
the liver must be active, the bow- - that Newman's man hiis tackled for
Texas-Okl-

111
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Every patriotic citizen of New Mexico will want one cf
these Watch Charms. It stands for his state pride and loyalty.
Every detail of this State Seal is brought out by heavy
embossing. Rich, lustrous, rose finish. Ready to attach
to watch-fo- b
or chain. A splendid example of the jeweler's
art an elegant, dignified, ornate decoration of symbolic
value, that will appeal to every citizen of this State and
induce him to try Tuxedo.

follows:
Cleveland

Ken-cewic-

.

oea P Watch Charm I
v arranted
ijxoicii imeet
r
!!
ose rinisn ivieiaaiiion
Dtaxe

To Every

as

In the initial games In the Southern league Nashville will meet the
champions at Atlanta, Memphis will
play at Chattanooga, Mobile at Birmingham and New Orleans at Montgomery,
Friday will see the beginning of the
championship race In the Western
league. On that day Denver Is sched
uled to open at Lincoln, 'Wichitta at
Topeka, Sioux City at Ct. Joseph and
Omaha at Dea Moines.
The arrangements of the Federal
league provides for the opening game3
to be played this week as follows:
Monday, Buffalo at Baltimore; Tues'
day, Brooklyn at Pittsburgh; Thursday
Indianapolis at St. Louis and Chicago
at Kansas City.
SON
OF SENATOR LEE
WEDS
Other baseball organizations that
13.
Md.,
Marlboro,
April
Upper
Two of the most prominent families will play the first games of their seaof Maryland were united today by the son's schedule this week are the
league, the Northwestern
marriage of Miss Elizabeth Somer-vill- e
the
Virginia
league and the
Josleague,
late
the
of
Wilson, daughter
'
State league.
Georgia
Brooke
E.
S.- Wilson,
Lee,
and
eph
Blah-Lee- .
son of United Slates Senator
Rub the Joints with BALLARD'S
The ceremony was performed
at noon in Trinity Episcopal church, SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheumathe jlev. Randolph H. McKIm c! tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
bone conveying its soothing and reWashington officiating.
storative Influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
TEACHERS IN MOOSE JAW
Sold by Central
Moose Jaw, SasBatchewan, April $1.00 per bottle.
13. Throngs of school teachers have Drug Co. Adv.
gathered here for the annual convention of the Saskatchewan Educational
association. The gathering was open- DASEBAIL TJEETINQIO
ed this afternori with a meeting of the
executive committee. The regular BE HELD O'l THURSDAY
"sessions "frill 'begin tomorrow morning
and continue until Friday.

lr

I

-
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some time. Campbell is considered much new testimony Introduced to
Yoakum's equal in many ways, and corroborate their evidence'.
much Interest la being shown shown
In the bout
Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
When run down with kidney trouble,
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
backache, rheumatism or bladder Honey and Tar Compound it Is a
weakness, turn quickly for help to reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
them into your eystem without hav- la. grippe coughs, which are weakening good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-ro- ing to the system. It also gives
N. Y.t says: "Foley Kidney Pills prompt and definite results for hoarsehave done me more good than $150.00 ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
worth of medicine." They give good breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
results. O. O. Schaefer and R9d Ctosb Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
IN SESSION
PREPARING

TO TRY BECKER

New York, April 13. Interest In
the Becker case was revived today
when the second trial of the former
police lieutenant now under conviction for the murder ef the gambler,
Herman Rosenthal, was moved before
Justice Davis In the criminal branch
of ihe state supreme court It Is expected the case will be set for an early, date. District Attorney Whitman,
it s raid, has completed the bulk of
e "work Incident to 'gathering' this
evidence for the second trial. Ac- co! ding to rellabio irfomiation
the
state will again ' its case upon ihp
"Vtbber and Val
triiininny of lv
5cf witnesses f
Inn. who were th,
the prosecution at V
trial H
Is aid, bowevet, that tfipre win ba

AT KANSAS CITY

Kansas City, Mo., April 13. The
railroad department of the American
Federation of Labor, organized two
years ago to embrace the various
crafts employed by the railroads, met
in this city today for its first convention. Shop and other employes of
nearly all the leading railroads of the
United States and Canada are

SEALS

AND

CANNOT

Rheumatic Paint Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism wbea
relief may be had at so small a cocif
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writer,
"I have been subject Jo attacks of

rheumatism for years. ChamberWa'a
Liniment always relieves me Imimv
diately, and I take pleasure in recommending it to others." 25 and 60
cent bottlesi. For sale by all dealers
Adv.

IN MEMORY OF MAJOR BUTT
Augusta, Ga., April 13. Augusta i?
to pay a notable tribute to one of
her beloved sons tomorrow, whea t
elaborate bridge erected id honor tf
the memory of Major An Ml .'J
Butt will be dedicated wi!i
t
sive exercises. The date ws ' '
as the second anniver&ary ,J v ;
tanio disaster, In which : ' r
lost his life. Former Pro J t
liam II. Taft, an intLn t3 :
friend of the dsceasl, v l '
th3 principal address &t t
r
tion.
3

f

Stomach

A Cure for Z vr i
Trouble Cured,
Lira. T,"ri T. 11- Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For noma time I Buffered
v .
from stomach trouble. I would have t.
1 v
1
sour stomach and feel bloated after c
' i
eating. Nothing benefited ma until I U '.'! i f
cot Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak:
ing two bottles of them I was cured." EOt f If"
For sale by all dealers Adv.

"trs. II.
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nouses, iioseutiiai. according to these',
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.
1
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same witnessed, haviua a grievance I H.ll..tfHjHJ
LirHUVJVilUt J.J.V11
against Becn.er, was uuuxxi to givu
TO GIVE AN ENTERTAINMENT
fcuuence against Becker to the aistrict!
!
attorney.
jueciter was arrested July 29, 1912,
The children of the Immaculate of the Sisters of Loretto, who furnish
are employed
uuc nearly two months elapsed beConception parish school will give an teachers. Two teachers
au e the apprehension of the gun- 'entertainment
in the school, which to located on the
.in
Thursday evening
men. Their trial before Justice Goft
corner of Naitional avenue and Sixth
the
hall
of the Sisters of streett, Rev. Father Rabeyrolle, pasassembly
marKed a record of wpeed in criminal
"
'
1 '
'' ,r'
Loretto on Jhe West side. The school tor of the parish, has general charge
procedure,
f u
u
'v '"'
'
'
''
'
"
is about to. complete its second year, of the' school.
(Continued Prom Page One.)
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Is
somewhat
in
As
school
friends
debt,
the
and
anxious
its
is
that
MadeDylng Statement
o
Last Hope Failed
Albany, N.i Y April. 13. Some of present at the entertaimmient to see owing to the expense or purchasing
The last avenue of hope for the four the, gunmen are believed, to have con- what' the children have accomplished. and equipping a building, an admis"
ASSOCIATES
gunmen was closed six days before fessed before they died. Superintend- The Bqhbol is doing' excellent work sion of &0 cents will be charged for
their execution when Governor" Glynn ent joln "$, Riley of the state prison and the pupils are performing the the entertainment. Father Rabey'
A young girl wrote a query to Dor-rl-s refused to
grant a stay, pending ,the department said,' that;, statements tasks set apart for the,m in a manner rolle hopes, when the school is better
an
Blake, heart throb" wxpert, the second trial of Oi axle's Becker, former would
arrive here from, ..OssJniiig to- that shows thiey- are receiving a good established to have the pupils give
,
to
the
other day. She said the young man police lieutenant, who was convicted
ci'J
i
...
free
entertainment
education..,
each
year
that, "jusday, whiott would ehow
to whom she was engaged never Intro-- in the lower courts of having plotted
'The school is under thei 'direction public.
had been done " by ' the executice,
d i iced
her to any of his masculine the murder of Herman Rosenthal, to tions." He knew
Pupils
nothing of the na- "The Crose Our. GlQry"...
friends, and she feared he waa asham- prevent him from making graft reve'
statements.'
of
the
ture
.
i. Piano, Miss Myrtle Regensberg
,
ed of them. Was this anything against
lations to District Attorney Whitman.
The statement is said to implicate Chorus, "Greeting to AIT
the ;yoting man?
m v
The court of appeals, in reversing the none but the men who died today.
Mlsg Ramona Roberts
Miss Blake made no decided ruling. decision for Becker, declared ltselr
Address to Archbishop Pitaval.
Perhaps she could not afford to run unconvinced that he had directed the Governor Glynn refused to discuss
"' "
Miss Margaret Floyd
that
is
the
known
it
subject
although
the chance of advising wrongly In a
of
the
but
judgment
upheld
murder,
.
Piano
"The
Solo
Poet,"
Dying
has
statement
of
contents
the
particular oaaei. But the average per- the lower court that the four gunmen the
Miss Leona Reusing
the govmade
known
been
to
son would say most emphatically that
him,
Motions
had been the instruments.
. .
ernor is said to be satisfied that the "Hiding from Papa," Song and Dance
the young woman had better look for
new trial, on the ground of new
a
for
Little Girls
ac
were
unusual
man.
four
His
guilty.
another young
gunmen
'
made by their attorney,
Piano, Miss Ramona Roberts
No word was forthcoming as to
tion means either that he is ashamed evidence,
sentenced
were
and
wore
denied
instrumental
they
Waves,"
"Dancing
was
ashamed
made
he
or
is
"confession"
that
of his friends
the
to die during the week beginning whether,
Master
Adraln
Farley
of her, and either condemns him so
by htl or one of the condemned men.
13.
It! was given to 'Warden Clancy1 this Spivg,''':o Irish Need Apply," "Irish Ribbon Dance"
far ai being a suitable life partner for April
Four days before their execution
Rose Hughes, Helen Nolan
:,
at 4 o'clock: ''No promises
her.
;
morning
visrabbis
New
York
...
of
a
delegation
Piano, Miss Leona Rensing
were held out to the writer, it is said,
Young man, every girl has a right
-.
Governor Glynn and pleaded in
ited
Instrumental
Waters"
Duet,
"Rippling
to judge you by the company you
but in their last hours there was a
'
with him to postpone the execuR. and M. Roberts
vain
Misses
;
change In the attitude of
keep. More than that, your employer
of American Dance, "The Colonial Minuet"
until after the second trial of voluntary
" ' Introduction
of 'the 'condemned.
some
and your relatives have the same tion
'
fixed
remained
The
Becker.
Master Maurice Kintz
governor
' DANCERS
right, An4 they recognize and utilize in the opinion that he had already The Reports . state the statements
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.
....;
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a
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For
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Klntz. Gerald Hughes and Helen Gump, Fred Kintz and'
nocence could in no way affect
may keep you out of a good Job
rumor that 'he woul tell all before
been
who
iMiss
had
Piano
Leona
Rensing.
the
of
gunmen
flye years from now. The older people guilt
he died. A remark made by Mr. Ri- .
two courts.
Solo,' "The.Palms"
...,. Leybach
,
who seem to pay small attention to judged guilty by.
rney strengthened the belief that
.:
Miss Myrtle Regensberg '
names of the men
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real
more
than
deal
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you seie a good
Pago" Prank confessed.
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you
man
Every
same
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"The
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POE'S BELLS
and
have any dealings whatsoever, every "Lefty Louie," "Dago Prank,"
to make to this statement, but they
Horowere
Lewis,"
min- "Whltey
Harry
SILVER BELLS
iperson to 'whom you talk five
choose to avail themselves of
Ciroficl, did not
V. Gump, J. Suhl,'0: Holt, II. Purcell, H. Nolan II. Gump, M. Ward, M.
v
utes; forms an estimate of your worth. witz, Louis Rosenberg, Frank
it."
The best advice, ever, offered to und Frank Scldenshuer., The young
Mr. Riley went to the prison under Kintz, A. Hunzlker?
Vk3
was 21, the oldest,
WEDDING BELLS
young men is that of mixing with peo- est, "Lefty Ixjuie,"
the impression that Dago Frank want27.
Dago
are.
'
Except
Frank,"
than
"Dago
and
better
smarter
they
Bernard
Master
ple
Papen, Helen Nolan, Master Clarence Roberts, Helen Purbut
final
a
ed
to
make
confession,
Master Fred Kintz, Purl Rensing, Master Adrian Farley, Lucy
Life is lived on separate planes and Frank, the men were Jews. As the the
prisoner would not talk. Had ho cell,
Otto Zummach, Alberta Gump, Emmette Koebele, Emilia Manza-narethe only possible way one gets from nickname implies, he was an Italian, broken silence, it was generally undera lower to a higher plane Is by push- Gyp the Bloo and Lefty Louie were stood the death
Scott
Bland, Rose Mary Hughes.
penalty would not
widows survive
FIRE BELLS
ing himself up. But no one ever married. Their young
reNo
have been inflicted today.
R. Noyes, R. Frank, O. Naegelin, C. H erman, M. Kintz, J. Rhodes, A. Zumpushes himself up until be looks up them.
it
is
would
been
have
granted,
Not only during the trial but in prieve
E. Koebele S. Bland.
and sees attractions that make him
declared, but the executions would not mach,
want to get up, and the easiest way statements given out at Sing Sing,
TOLLING BELLS
next
until
taken
have
Saturday
place
three of the gunmen persisted in the
to get the habit of looking up is
Misses L. Naegelin, M. Tramley, G. Gatignol, M. Floyd, M. Baca, M. Regthat such a delay might give
with men who exist on a high- declaration that Dago Frank had not Hope
G. Gump, O. Mueller, A. Fontaine, R. Roberts; C Goke, S. Gatignow court action was held ensberg,
for
time
mur
to
look
the
of
up been present at the time
M. Roberts. Piano Miss Leona Rensing.
er plane. You are forced
nol,
out to the gunmen by their relatives.
Bela
to understand and enjoy things that der, and was not in any way concert!'
Overture"
Mr. Riley said today that he would Duet, Instrumental, "Lustsple
ed in the plot to murder Rosenthal
M,
Misses
.and
Roberts
R.
they understand and enjoyy
i
f
a formal statement as soon as
Are you ashamed or proud of your During their stay in the death house issue
TABLEAU OF BELLS
the
messenger
arrived,
Matter'
all four maintained an attitude of
Piano Solo, "Grand Valse"
companions?
Are they ashamed or proud of yon? martyr-lik- e
Innocence, tempered with
Miss
,
Regensberg
Myrtle
'
Whitmton WoJd Hurrv
,
DRESS MARCH
an optlmjsm growlngout of their beJoplin Globa
New YOrkAprit,0. The second
Beck-- o
R. Noyes fe. Frank; W. Kintz, J. Rhodes, S. Bland, A. Farley, C.: Herman,
lief that .their fate hinged upon
trial of Charles S. Becker, former po O.
Piano-M- iss
er's and that if he were not guilty,
Naegelin, A. Zummach, E. Koehela, F. GatignoL O. Zummach.
lice lieutenant, founff guilty of mur
UNITY IN
Marguerite Roberts.
they must be set free. The news der with the four gunmen executed
REVEL OF THE NAIADS WITH GESTURE DRILL
crushing hopes of this nature as anSentor Cummins' prediction that in nounced by the warden was received today, will begin on .May 4, if the Misses M. Floyd, R, Roberts, L. Rensing, .M. Baca, M. Regensberg, L. Naedistrict attorney has his way. It was
the next national campaign the repub- with stoical calmness.
gelin, G. Gump, O. Mueller, C. Goke, A. Fontaine. Piano Miss Marguerite
said at the district attorney's office Roberts.
be
will
united
licans and progressives
;
, The crime for which the four gunagainst a common enemy seems to men paid the death penalty, started today that Mr. Whitman will appear Music, and Her Sister Song
;
'
be well based. During the past year a wave of police reform, from which before- 'a supreme court justice on
.,' v
First Vocal Class
the progressives have made no ad- the ripples have not yet subsided. Wednesday and move to Bet the trial G. Zummach, P. Zummach, F Chavez, T. Hughes, J. Naegelin, J. Blevlns,
vancement in any quarter. Steadily Throughuot the revelations made at for that date, tie also win ask for a R. Noyesv O. Herman, O. Naegelin, R, Frank, M. Klntz, E. Koebele, S. Bland,
,
the process of party disintegration the time and subsequently, stalked special panel of talesmen..
J. Rhodes, Misses L. Naegielln, M. Regensberg, Mk FloyL R. Roberts, M.
has been going on all over the na- the vague and sinister monster known
Roberts, A. Fontaine, C. Goke, G. Gump. Piano Miss Leona Rensing.'
tion, and practically all of those who as the "police system."
CASE TO BE miniature equipment Station, full siz- l4 ..above Saturday's close. Bonds
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was then along the Mississippi river.
Today the 48 states sweep unbrokenly
The flag
across the continent
has also been planted over the Philip
ESTABLISHED 1879
pines, over nunnerou strategic Islands
in the Pacific, over the enormous
' Publishetf by
area of Alaska and at the new gateway of oceans at Panama.'' Several
TBS OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ago it "was carried around the
years
(Incorporated)
world by a fleet of American battleships, and just five years ago It was
.Editor. planted at the North Pole by ComM. M. PADGETT
mander Peary.
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IT WILL BUING 'EMJ

f

CD

The summer Behool bulletin of the
Mexico
Normal
University,
' hlch, is just ott the. press,
"
ill accomplish the
purpose for
vhlch it ws issue the bringing of the largest number of stu-- J
ution of the largest number of stu- 3ents ever enrolled for a summer
session. Last year's summer school
broke all records, but that of 1914
will far eclipse it, If the attractive
presentation of genuine points of ad
vantage has any influence. The sum
mer school offers greater attractions
than ever before.
The Commercial club, which
with the Normal University in
the publication of the booklet, has
pet forth the advantages of Las Vegas
as a place In which to secure an
education. Especial attention has
been called to the delightful summer
climate, which enables students to
pursue their studies in comfort during
rmonths when students In other states
aire working under adverse climatic
conditions.
'The booklet Is illustrated profusely and is Interesting irom an artistic
standpoint as well as from that of a
of information regarding
conveyor
ms Vegas and its big school.
Dr. Prank II. H. Roberts, president
of the Normat, had charge of rthe
preparation of the copy for the bulletin. The publication will be"mailed
to 10,000 teachers and students in
New Mexico, Colorado, vlzoiia, Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, ''Missouri
and other states.
'.
o

'tw

THE FLAG'S BIRTHDAY'

strength was well maintained, The
closing quotations were:
Wheat, May
July 86.
.Corn, May 67y8; July 66'4.
Oats, May '37; July 37.
Pork, July $20.87.
Lard, May $10.50; July $10. 7.
Ribs, May $11.12; July $11.30.
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was wearing Warner's Corsets
and her "praise,' handed down
from generation to generation,
has so enthused her sisters that
today Warner's Corsets
by one woman in every
Ine
.f T
There nj'ustjbif a reason, for this
.

?

are-wor- n

-

",

'Then
?
years ago today, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, the first United States flag of the present design
was! hoisted over the house of representatives at Washington.1 It had 20
fitars and 13 stripes. The flag had
been made in New York by the wife
tof Captain S. C. Reid. famous as
the
commander of the privateer General
Armstrong. Mrs. Reid sent it by mail
to Congressman Wednover, who had
been sponsor for th, new act by which
lie law of 1794, providing a new strips
and a new etar for each etata Thir
teen stripes were to be preserved to
represent the original colonies.
The law making the new banner the
bffidial flag of the United States became effective July 4, 1818.

.'

Mnoty-si- x

:

Now

Nearly a hundred million people
V.va beneath, that flag today as
with less than 10,000,000 ninety-- ;
years ego, and it waves over a
combined area several times greater
i.m that represented by Us 20 states
a ISIS. Its wmernmost recognition

com-I'jwf- id

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, April 13. Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk $S.35S.75; heavy $8.708.80;
packers and butchers $8.608.75;
lights $S.208.70; pigs $7.758.25.
Cattle, receipts 11,000. Market steady to weak. Prime fed steers $8.50
9.2a; dressed beef steers $7.50
8.50; western steers $6.858.60;
southern steers $6.508.10; cows
$4.507.70;' heifers $6.759; Btock-er-s
and feeders $6.508.10;
bulls
$5.707; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 11.000. Market 10
cents higher. Lambs $6.508.25;
yearlings $6.257; wethers $5.75
6.75; ewes $56.35.
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Our Warner's1
f
Corsets show styles for
every type of figure the
young girl and her mother,
the small woman or the
large.
Rust-Proo-

...

v

will be pleased to have you
know; lit: talsdi It? is quality,

comforti and: fetyley ITftUd
best method of finding out Is
by wearing one.

-

time-honor-

liopttiJeVMowwjt-'w- '

-

Let us fit you with a Warner's
and see how much better your
gowns and frocks will hang, t

$1.00 (o $5.00 Per Pair
Sold

by

The Stan of Quality

Jrjacharach's

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaser left

PERSONALS
Leandro Vigil of Clayton was a business in Las Vegas today.
P. D. McLane of Denver was a commercial visitor hefia noday.
A. A, Sena of Park Springs came in
this morning for a snort business visit.
OIj, Akera came in last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.1

JUchard Rudulph returned to Pecos
.yesterday afternoon, after a short visit

in this

city.

R. H. Duncan and N. J. Bines of El
Porvenlr came in Saturday evening
for a short visit
George Norman of Raton came in
last night for a several days' business
visit in this city.
J. J. Burke of Lamar, Colo., was a
business visitor in the city today. He
came in last night.
Jo Silva and Julian Perea, both of
Albuquerque, came in last night for
a several days' visit
Drri G. M. Jones returned yesterday
afternoon from a several days' business visit in Watrous.
R B. MeGIunn, representative for a
cigar house of Denver,. was abusiness
visitor in Las Vegas today'
Miss Ethel Garrett of Albuquerque
came in yesterday af teriofen for a several days' visit with frlenda
J. E. Lewis of Roswell was a business visitor in Las Vegas today on his
wayijto Roself from Denver.
vt,T. BooiSTof Calumet, Mich., arrived in the city last night and will
be a visitor here for several daiys.
Miss Lena Langston returned yesterday afternoon from Levy, where she
visited relatives during last week.
F.. T. Clarke, connected with a
"(urio house in Albuquerque, was a
business visitor ini Las Vegas today.
Dr. and .Mrs. R. K. McClanahn left
yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe,
where they will visit for a short time.
B, R. Champion of Onava was a
visitor in Ia& Vegas yesterday. Mr.
at
Champion is a school teacher
Onava.
O. F. Shaw of Wichita,' Kas., is in
Las Vegas and will be a business visitor here for several days. He arrived
Saturday evening.
E, B. Reed, .representative for the
Schaffer
fountains pen, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today
from New Orleans.
Murray Carleton, Jr., returned Saturday night from St. Louis, where he
tins been visiting his parents for One
past several weeks.
A. B. Young, connected with the
Santa Pe Railway company at Albuquerque, came in last night for a
short business visit
Miss Vivian Hedgcock and Miss
"Ruth Schlott returned, yesterday after-Tioo- n
from Raton and Colmor, NaM.,
where they spent the week end.'
Mi W. Browne and daughter. Miss
Mildred Browne, left yesterday afternoon for El Paso, Tex., where they
will be for a short time on a visit
iMr. and iMra P. Balland and two
children of Mora, accompanied by Rev.
Father Balland of that place, Will
3eave this evening for a four months'
j
;,
trip to Paris, France.

yeB-tera-

for Santa Fe where tbey will
be for a short time.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate returned this aft
ternoon from te east, where she was
; .
called some time ago.
Mrs. J. R. Davis of.. Wagon Mound
came in this afternoon for a few
Vegas.
days' stay
Mrs. G. N.. Lankfonl of St. Louis,
Mo., arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon and will visit friends and relatives for some time.
David Henden, employed by the Las
Vegas MercaAtile company, returned
last night from Los Animas, Colo.,
where he attended the funeral of bis
mother, who died last week,
Isaiah Hale head of the Safety
First department of the Santa Fe
Railway company, arrived in Las
Vegas last night from Topeka, Kas.,
for a Bhort business visit
H. E. Fell, connected with the transportation department of the Santa Fe
Railway company in. Denver, arrived
in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and
will visit relatives here for a short

in.s

.

tima
James Cook, formerly employed by
the local agency of the Western Union
Telegraph company, came in yesterday afternoon from his present location at Denver to visit his family for
a short time.
Dean Frank Carroon of the New
Mexico Normal
University, returned
from Raton,
yesterday afternoon
where he attended aj teachers' met
ing that was held Friday and Saturday.
Donald Stewart,- manager for Gross
Kejly Wd Co'mpany agency at Tucum-car-

f,

which" wSs 'discontinued some
time ago, left last night for Edinburgh,
Scotland, where he will visit relatives
for several months.
A number of business and professional men returned yesterday from
Santa Rosa by way of Park Springs,
following the clearing of the roads
between that place and this city.
Those who came in were Judge D. J.
Leahy, Attorney Charles Spless, Attorney Herbert Clark, District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward, Attorney Louis
Ilfeld and Attorney Charles Hedgcock
of Santa Rosa.

Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
delivered free. Pay messenger upon
delivery. Price 10 cents er bundle,

self-fillin- g
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PREPARING

TO TRY BECKER

in
New York, April 13. Interest
the Becker case was revived today
when the second trial of the former
police lieutenant now under conviction for the murder of the gambler,
Herman Rosenthal, was moved berore
Justice Davis in. the criminal branch
of i he state supreme court. It is expected the case will be set for an early date. District Attorney Whitman,
it 'is said, has completed the bulk of
the work incident to gathering the
evidence for the,, second trial. Acformation the
ceding, to reliable
stale Will again ;rcst Ita case upon ihc
,
testimony iof "R0'ii, Webber and
y.iio were th-- chief witnesses fer
the prosecution at th? tirst trial. It
is taid, however, that thpre will be
much new testimony introduced to
corroborate their evidence.

HE HESITATED

WHY

BY GEORGE ELMER COBB.
"Only a stenographer."Eunice Graydon recalled the careless remark with the sweetest smile
in the world. In the first place the
words Implied a decided compliment,
for her appearance must have attracted attention in order to create the
discussion in question between two
callers at the office of Robert Larned.
Only a stenographer! but a good
-

one, and under what auspicious environment! As Eunice recalled the
day two years previous, when a
stranger in the city and well nigh
discouraged she had been accepted as
an employe by Mr. Larned, the tears
of gratitude, joy and loyalty arose to
her beautiful eyes and she was proud
and content as any queen.
She was a woman to attract 'attention anywhere. Past early girlhood,
she was still lovely and graceful. Her
kindly eyes, her gentle, womanly dignity, her helpful earnest disposition,
all these had won for her the respect
of her employer and of every other
person in the office.
The two men callers decided not to
wait to see the proprietor. It was
early in the morning. Eunice always
came down early. There was a mission of almost reverence Involved.
She busied herself always first about
the desk of her employer.
It was
to place his swivel chair conveniently,
to see that not a speck of dust was
apparent on the clear glass base, to
arrange his papers, to ventilate the
room just right.
She did not know if in his grave,
abstracted way Mr. Larned ever noticed these little attentions. She
hoped not, but sometimes Bhe wondered if this interest was at its base
a tribute of warm devotion perhaps
love.

Eunice hummed a sweet home tune
as she moved about her duties. She
was thinking of a near vacation when
she would go home and see her dear
mother. How proud she would be to
tell her that she had saved up nearly
five hundred dollars! And all this
joy and comfort and independence because she had been' so fortunate as to
secure a pleasant permanent position
with the best of men!
Eunice had her precious savings in
her pocket at that moment. She had
drawn them from the bank the previous afternoon, intending to ask Mr.
Larned to invest them for her.
"Oh, dear! dear!" she murmured
felicitously, "it seems as if nobody in
the world could be so glad and hopeful and happy as I," and her eyes
grew liquid as she moved two small
framed pictures on the desk. One as
Bhe well knew was an old photograph
of the dead wife of her employer and
his son, taken many years since. The

MONDAY, APRIL

you."

The young fellow's eyes filled with
of a warm,
sincere sympathy. He blurted out his
wretched story money lost in gambling, threats of exposure over claims
held by a grasping loan shark.
"How much is it?" asked Eunice
fearsomely, and her face brightened
as Alan named a sum approximately
the amount of her savings.
"I am going to help you," she said
simply, "and, oh, I am .so glad that
it is in my power to do 8b. It is because I trust you; it' Is because I
know!ou will evade the pitfalls In
the future. Will you not try to do
.

sor.

"I could not
brokenly.

tiously. "Because of your father, because I shall think of you and pray
for you. Oh, do not forfeit the

trust!".
Not a word of all this to Mr. Larned. The trustful father knew not
of the abyss his son had escaped, nor.
bf the loving hand that had guided
him to a haven ,of hope ana courage.
Anil this nroved true. Naueht but
pleasing news came from the boy after
that And then at the end of a year
Eunice received a remittance covering her generous loan, with interest
Alan Larned wrote, blessing her. He
told her of a new life, where he had
develoned a literary ability that was
earning him a liberal Income. And at
the end of his grateful letter were
four words: "I have told father.
It was two days after that when
Mr. Larned called Eunice into his pri
vate office. There was a strange expression on bis face, but he said in
his usual tone:
"Dictation, nlease. Miss Graydon,
address a letter to your mother."
Eunice started, but wonderlngly began the letter.
"'Bosripr.ted madam.'" pursued Mr.
Larned, " 'I write regarding the noblest
woman I know, your daugnter. it is
to ask your permission to offer her
my heart's best love'"
The pencil fell from Eunice's trembling hands. Those hands covered her
blushes.
face to hide the tell-tal-e
"Oh, I cannot write that," she fluttered.
"Then you understand?" said Mr.
Larned tenderly.
"I have understood for two years,
Mr. Larned," murmured Eunice.
"And I." said he longingly; "only
for my lonely ways, because you are
bo much younger I have besitatea to
ask you to become Jpy wife."
"You have been so kind to me,
whispered Eunice you are so far
abow me " ,
He sealed her lips with a kiss and
drew her head to his shoulder, and
Eunice was at rest.
MAKING

1914,
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THE MOST OF

LIFE

Walter Pater's Somewhat Paganlatlc
View of the Journey Which We
All Must Take.

;

r

A counted number of pulses only is
given to us of a variegated dramatic
life. How may we see in them all that
is to be seen in them by the finest
senses? How shall we pass most
alswiftly from point to point and be
ways present at the focus where the
greatest number of vital forces unite
In their purest energy?
To burn always with this hard,
gem-lik- e
flame, to maintain this ec
stasy, is success in life. While all
melts unde our feet, we may well
catch at any exquisite passion, or any
contribution to knowledge, that seems
Hummed a Sweet Home Tune.
by a lifted horizon to set the spirit
free for a moment or any stirring of
other was a picture of Mr. Larned. the senses, strange dyes, strange colThe clear, earnest face seemed to draw ors, curious odors, or work of the artforth her soul. She could not help ist's hands, cr the face of one's friend.
It, and Eunice raised the framed
Not to discriminate every instant
to her lips and kissed it some passionate attitude In those
fervently.
about us, and In the brilliancy of their
Eunice turned quickly, gifts some tragic dividing of forces
her face a flame of scarlet She faced on their ways is, on this short day of
Alan Larned, the son of her employer. frost and sun, to sleep before evening.
There was a faint smile on his lips.
From Walter Pater's "The Renals- "Yon saw oh, do not misconstrue
me!" tried the agitated Eunice, losing
all control of herself amid her proCites a Queer Precedent
"You father
found embarrassment
Mr. Justice Holmes has the reputar
has been my best friend. I owe so tlon of citing more peculiar cases from
much to him that I was overcome by the bH law books than any other
gratitude. I- -rl could not help It" ,
of the supreme court. He
- fDear. Lady," said Alan Larned member
dug up an additional one Saturday to
gravely and with the greatest, defer- the amusement of r his associates,
ence, "I take your devotion to my when it was contended in a libel suit
father as I know he fully appreciates that the declaration, was insufficient
it and as a sad reminder to ma of because the offenses were not stated
how unworthy of his confidence I have
properly.
been.",
"That leads me to recall a case in
Eunice scanned the troubled face the old books," said the justice, "where
grown suddenly serious and haggard an Indictment set forth that the acShe with Mr. Larned sup- cused struck a man on the head, splitclosely.
posed this only son to be at work In ting the skull until a portion fell
another city." His words, his manner. down on either shoulder, and the
desperate, Intense, told Eunice that court held the indictment " defective
the young man had dismissed his because it did not allege that the man
present discovery as trivial compared "was killed."
to some heavy weight of trouble, of
The Justice observed that it was a
remorse that lay heavy upon his
decision, and he dldot
mind.
It as a pun, either. New York
intend
" I can trust you, Miss Graydon
Times.
than eveanow. ,7.
must make a confident of somebody or
Weil Advanced.
go mad with what is troubling me.
This appears to be a
Stranger
I came here to tell all to my father. town
farther advanced than any I
But it will break his heart. I am un- have yet visited in my travels anyworthy of his confidence, his esteem." thing of interest going on?"
Eunice glanced at the clock. Her
Hotel Clerk You betcher. Sit down,
employer would not be due for nearly stranger. The boys'll be in soon to
half an hour. Alan had suck to a talk some more about how the spring
chair, his head bowed in bitter series is going to turn out--- St
Louie
thought She eat down beside him and Republic.
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Those who have had cakes .,, ruined by jarring the
slamming the oven door or a heavy, footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the
motion of the train.
ove,

,

.

.

To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains the raise until the dough is
baked through.
J

j

J
-

(

Dining Car Chefs have found a baking powder exactly suited
to their needs in K C and you will find it just as well suited to
your requirements. K C is really a blend J3t

hair-splittin- g

J

ihsJUvder?.

ture and heat to start the generation of leavening gas. ' No matter
how moist and rich you make your cake, K C Baksng Powder will
sustain the raise until a crust is formed and all danger of falling
is past
K C Baking Powder Is pure and healthful, It is guaranteed
under all pure food laws, and is guaranteed to please you. And it

no baking powder should sell for more.
our risk and be convinced.

is sold at a reasonable price
64

Try a can

at

.11

WHAT IS IT?

ifX, worked hard yesterday .and earned a dollar, I might have spent it in a minute, but I did not
The dollar Is my yesterday. I may spend It and start tomorrow bankrupt I may fave it and tomor-ronot work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who may do the
work better than myself." A dollar is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
care of the future, bo should he guard his dollars to 6ecure the full service of the ipast

j
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We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.
-

j

..

.j

PEOPLES BANmm TRUST CO.

I

from four of the five locals in the

MIXING NUMBERS

accept"' he began

"I was going to Invest some money,"
Interrupted Eunice. "I shall do so
with you..'' I am not afraid that you
will repay me. Take it, dear," and
she proffered her savings unostenta-

(Copyright,

FIVE

A DOLLAR

tears at this exhibition

!

Val-"?.-

1914.

placed a genUe, tremulous hand upon
his own.
"Mr. Larned," she said earnestly,
"tell me all about your trouble. Let
me try and spare your father, who
loves you so, if possible. Let me help

pho-togar-

v
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CAUSES QUEER
RESULT S
CAR PAINTER ON THE D. AND R.
G. CAUSES GRIEF TO MANY
OFFICIALS

The mess made by some car
arid numiberers in the repair shops
of the D. and R. G. at Denver, when
one set of numbers were placed on
one side of a car and another entirely
different set on the other side of the
car may easily be imagined.
Conductors found that they had an
extra car .in their trains. Tracers
could not find the missing car. Finally
some freight conductor who had
drawn the "hoodo car" thought to in
vestigate discovered the error. The
mistake had gone undetected for nearly 18 months and had caused inesti
mable trouble to the operating, and
traffic departments.
New Fast Freight service
'
.Reductions of running time of
freight trains operated between Chicago and St. Louis and Pacific coast
points are contemplated by all of the
transcontinental lines, and operating
departments in Topeka are experl
menting with faster schedules where
by it is believed that train schedules
can be speeded up to where the shipments will take about eight days to
make the trip to main distributin
centers on the coast.
It takes about ten days for through
freight from Chicago to reach Seattle
at present, and this follows a recent
cut in running time made by the
Great Northern and the Burlington.
The expected competition of the
Panama canal has started the rail
roads experimenting with means of
shortening their running time. The
Hill railroads are conducting all of
their experiments over the Burlington
but each of the transcontinental lines
has had experts studying the prob
lem for several months and special
reports are expected to be made soon
regarding the feasibility.
At present running time of freight
trains is based on about 12 to 16 miles
an hour, including stops, but that
speed is based upon a maximum load
for the train. It is generally conced
ed that faster time can be made by
lowering the train weight but few operating officials are willing to advise
the
lowering "; of train maximum
;'
weight.
Rock Island t Pactflc Coast
A railroad has just been chartered
at Phoenix, Ariz., which will have
its terminals at Phoenix and San
Diego. Reports from the southwestern country have it that this Is the
first definite step toward giving the
Southern Pacifio competition and af
fording the Rock Island . system a
line through to the coast. The fact that
James Douglas, son of the heads of
the Phelps-Dodg- e
interests, who are
still believed to be in control of the
Rock Island, has "subscribed for a
considerable amount of the capital
stock of the new company, has lent
strength to the rumors, although In
official circles in Topeka it has been
- "
denied.- -' '
It is believed that this line will ulti
mately form a part of the proposed
outlet to the coast by way of Tucson,
Phoenix and Yuma.1- letter-er-

s
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trict resulted as follows:
Ahmeek, 600 for returning to work;
17 against.
Calumet, 291 for; 382 against
Hancock, 491 for; 18 against.
South Range, 485 for; 90 against
Recognition of the union, denied by
the mining companies, is waived by
the strikers in voting to return to
work. They claim that practically
all of thir emands have been' com- Dlied with sincA thA strllfn ,Vop-aThese demands include better forking
conditions, an: eight;hour ayiand a
minimum daily wage of $3.
Secretary Heitela said the strike
probably would be declared off offi
cially at the meeting of the district
union in Hancocki this afternoon. The
official referendum vote will be reported by delegates from the five lo
cals. Heitela said the 'strike ha'd1 cost
the union more than $f',o6o,000. Strikers who cannot get work and their
families will be taken care of by the
federation, It was announcedl Those
who want to go elsewhere will be
provided with funds.. The "district
union has a small amount of 'money on
hand and an additional sum' is expected from the federation headquarters
in Denver.
Mining officials said today that no
strikers would be taken back until
they renounce their memberships in
the Western Federation.
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"Victory at Hand" Moyer
Denver, April 13. That the Western
Federation of Miners refused to recognize defeat in ending the Michigan
copper strike; that they capitulated
not to the mining companies, but to a
near future that promised nothing but
hunger and privation; that they ex
pect to continue their onward march
to the goal of economic liberty, were
the Matures of a statement issued today by Charles H. Moyer, president
of the Western Federation of Miners"
The statement was made upon receipt
of official notification from district
officials that the copper mine strikers
voted to call off the strika
moyers statement opens witn a
brief history of the struggle which
opened last July after the miners had
exnaustea eveny eirort to secure a
conference with the mine managers to
dlseusa the lollowing questions:
"An eight hour day, a minimum
wage of 3 for underground workers,
that two men be employed on Michigan drills instead of one and recogni
tion of their union."

Good Music

The Armory

Good Time

April 13

era! John Chase toay sent a telegram
to Sheriff Jeff Farr of Huerfano'
county, notifying him that the military patrol in that county would end
tomorrow and that the preservation
of order woud be turned over to the
--

local authorities.
General Chase said he had not yet
decided what disposition to make of
"Mother" Mary Jones, now held as a
mifitary prisoner in tho Huerfano
couflty jail.
do not know whether I shall re
lease her, take her to Trinidad or
bring her to Denver," he said.
A writ of habeas corpus secured
last week from the supreme court by
Horace Hawkins, attorney for Mrs.
Jones, calls for the production of the
"WHAT SHALL HE GO prisoner before the court not later
than April 18.
Governor li M. Amnions said today
WHO OQTIiESl
that he had ordered all the troops re
moved from the coal strike zone, and
THIS IS THE QUESTION THAT IS he said probably there would not b
EMBARRASSING COLORADO
a militiaman in the district after this
GUARD OFFICERS
week. He refused to discuss tho
question of the disposition of "lath
!' ,J
Denver, April lt3.jAdjutantr Gen- - er" Jones.

'!
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EVERY DAY PRICES FOR HEN
It will be a pleasure to quote prices on Men's Goods of all kinds, as
well as for the rest of the family. We are In a position to giw you tho
same "right" prices in this department as we do in all our line. In fact

Ycii

Chi

Do

loiter sf

k

Oclfn Eclo

-

fill!

MINERS

MEN'S
HATS

we am showing for

6c

CALL OFF STRIKE
COPPER DIGGERS DECLARE THEY
HAVE WON NEARLY EVERY
CONCESSION ASKED'
Mich,, April 13 The cop- wa have been o
wor'tersr
penni
strike since July 23 last, voted yesterday to call off thre strike, according to
Hancock,

an announcement made today by
Charles E. Heitela, district secretary
of the Western Federation cr Miners.
It is unofficially reported that the
majority in favor of calling off the
strike was 1,012. The unofficial vote

The Qualitiy and Style of

2c
Arm Bands, lks, &c
-- 5o
Work Sox
Handkerchiefs, white, red or
f.c
blue
Dress Sox, 12 H. 10o
10c
Pearl Tie Clasps
15c
Oversleeves 40c value Ties-.;.- ..
25e
23c
Heavy Work Suspenders
2&c
Dress Suspenders- 4.5c
Work Shirts
49a
?5c Dress or Work Slnrts
?"
I1.E0 value Dress rV;;-- .s
49J
Men's Waist Ovfra!',:-..--u

Boys' Overalls,

VEEDE3
ELCCli

i

$1.93

NO $3.49
town.

are the talk of the

would be good values at $3.00 I
I
and $3.50.
1150 value Hata
.ma I
12.00 value Hals
JU
t'l
Thq pyi
I f
ou f r $ ;
t

)

' !i
yo-- i
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AND CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

"

CHAPMAN

COLU
RATES

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

OT3T
II

LOBBY

S

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
H
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday niikl O
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Ionglas avenie si
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
(Halting members are
each month, visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wsrti, Fr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T- - Buhler. Secretary; O, &
H. S.Van Baily, Treasurer.
vited. Ouy M. Cary, W.

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

F. O. E.

Five cent per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Percy Deareat, let me be the Btai No ad tc occupy lesa space than two fcffl&aar conclave resLd Twm-lof your life:
day In each menth at Ma- All Advertisement
lines
charged
Peggy You'd better go, Percy.
sonio
at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Temple
will be booked at epace actually act
hear father approachiug.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Reto
without
number
words.
of
regard
Percy Oh! but I feel brave tonight.
corder.
I shall be your star, even if he does Cash In advlnce preferred.

Meets first and third Tie
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brother cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Doug
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar

1

come.
Peggy

IGCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
TocaUon flr,t Monday in
each month at Masonic
Cemple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; r. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.

Yes, but you will be a fixed
star.
Better travel on your orbit
while you have time.

con-..r-r-

THE WAY HE FELT

2....

X

4. Meets every
Monday eTening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordiallv Invite tn otto,,
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A..T. Rogers,
v. u.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
WANTED Position as cook In a pri Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
vate family by a gooo, experienced cemetery Trustee.
girl. References. Inquire Optic of- B. P. O.
ELKS Meets second and
fice.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' tome on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting; brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Huler; D. W. Condon,
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00
Money must accompany order. Will Secretary.
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURStevens, Humboldt, Kan.
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Mrs. WIggs (on the mountain top)

Isn't the scenery grand and ma
jestlc?

Mr. WIggs Yes.
Mrs. Wiggs How can yon be so
apathetic? In all this mountain grandeur do you not feel anything?
Mr. WIggs Yes; thirsty.
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FLOUR
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Adv.

But

I

don't know you,

ATTOUNEY8

The Beau Well, I'm taltln' as much
chances as you are.

HUNKER & HUNKER
A HunKer. Chester A.

George
A

RICH

FIND

Hnk

New Meii

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1 Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Yogas, New Mexico
MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

JONES-BOWER-

23
E. A.

CO

Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W. W. BOWERS

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
My! but rich folks is careless.
Here's a stylish shape th rowed plum
cure, Chiropody.
away.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
AWFUL HIGH

rtot

Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
--
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tained in this city from

Market Finders

Other,

down on high

ob-

ANT Ads
Are Best

years knownu Best, Safest, Always Reliable
fj SOLD
By DRIinniSTS EVERYWHERE

1

can be

'v

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors ej Matiral lee, tie Futfa CI3
Lastlag QuaUUea l WhUh Bare Mada Las Tegas rameaa.
.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

your property

she's up on them,

LING) FINisH

AGUA PURA COMPANY

A

.

Y

(STER-

,M.......25c par
par
..........
Pr

lrn.lX

"i

'

FRENCH-RE-

lb, or Mora, Each Dal vary M....M.M.MI9e
Iba, to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvary
S3o
200 Ibc, to 1,003 lbs. Each Dailvtry
4Cc
60 lbs, to 209 lbs. Each Delivery
Lets than 60 lbs. Each Delivery .M.M.M.MM69o

Lad lfT Ak yoer Wmjrarlwt for Y
4'ti1bc-tiDiamond
I'llln In Ked ftnd fcold tnetaiuAV
boxes, sealed with liluo Ribbon.
Talk no other. Buy of your
DruvKtNt. Askfor llM liri':K.TER S
DIAMOND It U AM ftILl,a,fortt3

G COPAIBA

4

SILVER

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

f

o;

Belter tMfKLbS
FLOUR nclb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON - IT 'S
CKNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.

Clan-N-

J

day of the month in the vestry roomi
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock 9
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.

2,000
1,000

Is Ethel

I

Attorneya-at-La-

Las Vegas,

Clarence
heels?

giving you

you 'd do ony
way when you
Ieam how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive In action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd. Ogle.
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Sare and effective. O.
Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

'

a present for doing something

Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
close in. Also three furnished rooms brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
for light housekeeping. 315 Ninth Davis, Dictator; p. A. Um Secretary.

street

f you use

EMPRESS

for Rent

CO

o

This elegant Rogers'

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, per- W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
fectly sound and true; workB any
where. George A, Fleming, Main 40. month at 8 p. m. Visiting: Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Piers
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod. Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
ern home, also single room. Can East Las Vegas, N. M.

not rent to consumptives. 1034
Eighth street. Phone Main 608.
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Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
"Well do something for you. ha!
aa! We'll carry out your plan to the FOR AND AGAINST THE BEARD
Whooping cough is about, everydot ho! ho!
Daisy, count on the
where. Measles and scarlet fever alcrowd. Silas Banks won't spend any
Controversy Is an Old One and Has most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
OF MOTHER holiday at Brookvillu tomorrow."
Been Waged With Considerable
Tat Compound for inflamed throats
Silas Bank3 lived twenty miles
Bitterness.
Mrs. I. C. Hostler,'
and coughing.
isolated
old
on
a
away
farm,
lonely
Grand
Nebr.,
says: "My three
Island,
Brookvilie.
and with one route only to
We need not go back so far as the
By MILDRED CAROLINE
severe
attacks
children
of whoophad
This crossed a rocky, hilly stretch, and
eighteenth century to find Englishmen
"Bertha," I wouldn't stand it! If I with the road well choked up with who held that shaving was "agen God ing cough, and a very few doses of
were in your place I'd I'd run away." snow he set out early with his clumsy an nature.". In the nineteenth, James Foley's Honey and Tar gave great reDobsled and crowbate steed to reach
"Where to, sister, dear?"
Ward, R. A., In a "Defense of the lief." O. G. Schaerer and Red Cross
the
home of his bride expectant.
course.
of
Why,
set forth eighteen reasons for Drug Store. Adv.
"To Roscoe Ealton,
Beard,"
Two hours before daylight Ronald
you're settling down like a crushed
it, mainly Scriptural,
retaining
rictim. Father will break your heart and his loyal boy friends had reached
by artistic considerations,
Yrora
ten
town.
Bald
miles
Here
hill,
be without a
"What would a
before he gets through with his
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
led for half a mile beard?" As late Jupiter
as 1860 Thelogos pubways. Look here, if you won't the single roadway
A good wholesome cathartic that
willAt
cut.
once
a
the
somedeep
through
set with some pluck I'll stir up
lished a treatise entitled "Shaving A
ing mob threw off their coats and be- Breach of the Sabbath and a Hin- has a stimulating effect on the stomthing!" scolded Daisy Newcombe.
snowballs.
no
were
They
"It'B thinking of mother that makes gan rolling
drance to the Spread of the Gospel." ach, liver and bowels is Foley Cathar-ti- o
Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
me hesitate," murmured Bertha, and ordinary spheres. It took four boys One of his points was that "Provithen she dropped her fair face into to move one after the soft, plastic dence had manifestly designed the action, they keep you regular with no
snow had molded together.
They
her hands and went on crying.
as a protection for the throat griping and no unpleasant after ef" so- worked with vim, with a will. Then beard
Daisy,'
me
call
'Tomboy
and chest." But what about the wo- fects. They remove that gassy dis"They
a
roasted
built fire,
potatoes and man's throat?
liloquized her sister as she left the they
tended feeling so uncomfortable to
waited.
room. "Well, I'll do something that
Nowhere was there more prejudice stout
well-nigwas
Dobbin
Old
exhausted
I'll
persons. O. G. Schaefer and
time.
will make them talk, this
centuries ago against beards than at
and lamed, and one trace broken and
of court. The "black books" Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the
inns
begin it by sending a telegram. I'll
mean mended, by the time old Silas had of the inns tell us how offenders were
wind up by keeping sour-facecovered much of hie journey. He was fined
our
house
from
away
old Silas Banks
for wearing beards, and somehalf minded to turn back and abandon
do
another
never
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
were compulBorily shaved by ortomorrow, if I
times
his
enterprise more than der of court. And the prejudice against
That Contain Mercury
thing!"
once.
Then
he
became
minded
wholly
barrister
still
the
bearded
as
Impetuous, fiery Daisy ran down as he turned into the cut
lingers,
will surely destroy the
mercury
below Bald
the stairs, pulled on thick leggings hill.
Vice Chancellor Bacon carried his dis- sense 6f smell and
completely derange
it
for
warmest
her
attire,
and donned
like to bearded or mustached barris- the whole
"Thunder!" he ejaculated.
system when entering it
was winter, with snow piled four feet
to
refused
ters
so
he
far
that
always
Before his astounded eyes was a forhigh along the walks. She flung her- midable blockade. It was
bear them. Even now there are very through the mucous surfaces. Such
fully twenty few
self out of the house. She was a good
leading counsel with beards, and I articles should never be used except
deal younger than her sister, in fact feet high; it extended beyond his prescan
remember only one unshaved bar- on prescriptions from reputable phyent range of vision. There was mass
Just fifteen, but she had the soul of
of great eminence, the late sicians, as the damage they will do
rister
mass in the gully, giant
woman and the nerve of a real hero- upon plled-uJudah
Benjamin, Q. C silver is ten fold to the good you can posPhilip
snowballs
thick
and heavy.
packed
ine.
who wore a mus- sibly derive from them.
Benjamin,
tongued
Hall's CaOne
could neither surmount nor burDaisy went to the little railroad de- row
London Chron- tarrh
a
tache
and
goatee.
manufactured
this
And
Cure,
obstacle.
through
great
It
by F. J.
pot and indited a brief message.
icle.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
was to Roscoe Dalton, a hundred miles then came new disaster for the aged
suitor. The waiting throng of fair
no mercury, and is taken internally,
away, and it read: "If you care anyDaisy's
some
contingent rolled a mighty TOLSTOY A MAN OF WONDER acting directly upon the blood and
or
come
Bertha
for
quick
thing
snowball down the side of the cut. It
one elee will get her."
hiucous surfaces of the system. In
Then Daisy turned her eye and ear knocked off the hat of the driver, it Marvelous Contradictions In the Make- buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
tumbled
down
into
box
the
and
wagon
hill rising
toward the big snow-claup of Russia's Great Thinker
you get the genuine. It la taken InShe anchored it as under an avalanche.
and Writer.
up from the village common.
Then there was a shower of smaller
ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
could see the young crowds with
whom she romped the merriest to- spheres. Old Silas suddenly awoke to
Tolstoy's biography illustrates bet- by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
the
bogganing, she could hear their gay him realization that some one disliked ter than any other the distracting con- free.
somehow, retreated and reached trasts of the typical Russian noble-MaSold by Druggists. Price 75c per
shouts. Her lips set firm, her cheeks
and intellectual. He saw from bottle.
flushed, her bright eyes sparkled with home wiser and sadder and stayed
the inside every soldier's camp and
determination, and she thought hard. there.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conJohn Newcombe fumed and fretted In the courts of royalty. In the draw"I'll do it!" she declared. "If Ros-coAdv.
stipation.
when
his
arexpected guest did not
will only come we can beat Silae
ing rooms of fashion and in the
rive. There was a glum, delayed holi- tiaunts of Bohemia. He lived the savBanks yet"
Daisy proceeded to the hill. A dozen day dinner. Then Mr. Newcombe age life in the Caucasus, and the
of her girl friends hailed her, but she took a walk. Somehow the episode patriarchal life at Yasnaya Polyana.
was all business and had only a care of the blockaded suitor had got A man of uucontrolable passions, he
less nod for them this time. She pro- abroad. He returned to the house committed every sin that it was fashceeded over to one side of the broad furious.
ionable for a man of his caste to com"Where is Bertha?" he demanded, mit. He gambled away his ancestral
expanse where a dozen boys wer6
Newcombe
but home, he joined the revels of his felpaled,
erecting a snow fort. She was enthi and Mrs.
low officers and wasted his substance
siastically hailed as the captain gen- doughty Daisy spoke up valiantly.
"Bertha left the house an hour ago," in the company of gypsy girls. Yet
eral of the sport in anticipation, but
she waved back an eager group, ready she said evenly. "It was to meet Ros- from an early age he aspired to sancto surround and worpship the girl fa- coe Dalton, and by this time they are tity. Although professionally a solon the way to Brocton in a sleigh to
vorite of their set
dier, he early became an apostle of
"Go back to your work, all of you,' get married."
lion in the circles
peace. A
"Then you put up this plot!" began of Moscow, literary
he became the exponent
Mr. Newcombe.
of the simple life. An aristocrat to
"Gently, husband," spoke Mrs. New- his finger tips, he preached the goscombe. "You have driven one daughA big land owner,
pel of democracy.
ter to elope. Be careful of the one he
ended by being an advocate of the
that's left to us."
ideas of Henry George. A Christian
j
Daisy went over to the snow fort ascetic and a woman hater, yet, his
where her royal cohorts were.
Lonwife bore him sixteen children.
"You can kiss me, you brave, dardon Everyman.
ling fellows!" she said royally.
There was a grand dive for the velFacts About Deafness.
vety cheeks preeented.
According to a French statistician,
"And you can kiss me twice," she
males are more subject to aural diInvited Ronald Grey.
seases
than females, and out of every
W.
G.
1914,
(Copyright,
by
Chapman.)
'
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CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

TIIlllKlim

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

it

"

1
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-
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T. Hoskins, Cashier.

E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash,

IAS VEGAS
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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CAPITAL STOG SI

030,000.00

Office with the San Miguel NationarEank
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O. HAYDON

H, W, KELLY
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D. T. HOSKINS

President
President
Treasures
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Interest Paid On Deposits
Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs,
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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INDUSTRY

"Skeleton Factory" Authorized by the
Government, and Neighbor Make
Protest in Vain.

"Thunderl" Ho Ejaculated.
wdered the imperious little beauty
all but you, Ronald Grey. ; You Jusl
itep aside with me. I've got some
thing particular to say to you."
Handsome but sensitive Ronald
ibeyed her, flushing with mingled em
barrassment, pride and devotion.
"What is It, Daisy V he asked d
Hghtedly.

"You like me, Ronald, don't your
Tike you! "
"Oh, jre, I know what the boys all
lay. Well I'm going to prove if you
to. Will you do something special
tor
Will I! Daisy," pronounced Ron-tlbreathlessly, "I'd die for you!"
"Yon needn't do that, but you can
win me as your best friend and si-

mr

ster"

'Tve got

one of those already," explained Ronald miserably.
Don't be silly, but listen carefully.
You remember Roscoe Dalton?"
"Oh, yes, Daisy."
,
'
"He loves Bertha and she loves him.
He went away to make a mark in the
world and come back and marry her."
Til do that, too," said Ronald,
"If 70UH only"
'"'"Let's see how far youTI help ma
Just now before we talk nonsense,"
challenged the little coquette sharply.
"Well, tomorrow Is a holiday. Old
Bibis Banks is coming over to spend
the day with us. Father is bound
that Bertha shall marry him. If he
gets here and Roecoe don't wme to
Bpirit Bertha away, she will become
engaged to the meanest, surliest old
miser in the county. Now" whisper.

Ronald thrilled at the close contact
of those delicious Hps. Then his
eyes brightened as the plot was disclosed.
Finally he laughed and
chuckled.
"Oh, you dear smart darling girl!"
he cried in his enthusiasm. "You're
you're a brick!" and tried to kiss her,
and Daisy gave him a slap in the face
for his pains.
"All right," he bobbed gleefully,
"you're the kind that gets sorry after
getting mad."
"I'm not mad," declared the politic
Daisy. "Real heroes get their reward
after really doing something."

A case which recently came before
the courts at Paris, France, has revived interest in the curious calling of
the occupants of an old house in the
Rue Albert In the center of one of the
most populous quarters.
The aspect of the house is not impressive, with Its cracked walls. Its
two worm-eatedoors are ever closed
except early In the morning, when
mysterious handcarts arrive laden
with
packets, enter, and
soon leave minue their loads.
It 'is the house where, by the authority of the Faculty of Medicine,
bodies unclaimed at the morgue and
hospitals are converted into skeletons
for anatomical purposes. The world
is supplied from this obscure house
which veils Its real use under the
Sign: "Maison Lamojar: Bois et
affixed near the entrance.
An American surgeon who finds any
difficulty In obtaining a complete skeleton at home, sends an order to this
house in Paris and at
the price of $5 plus the expenses, ob
tains a skeleton.
The odor from the skeleton factory has been disagreeable to the
neighbors, but action was not taken
until recently. Then they told the
courts that the nuisance must be
abated, but they were unsuccessful,
for this work is not only permitted
but authorized.

middle-age-

persons there are

two who do not hear so well with one
ear as with the other. In every thousand children under fifteen years of
age, 4 per cent, show symptoms of ear
disease, and 6 per cent, a marked deficiency in hearing power. The liability
to disease increases from birth to the
age of forty, and then begins gradually to decrease as old age advances.
Out of the total number of cases subjected to surgical treatment in France
in one year it is estimated that about
57 per cent, were cured and 30 per
cent permanently improved.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
foot of Main

PttmmlMmln21

Adv.

cloth-boun-

d
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the
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Independence of Solitude.
What I must do, is all that concerns me, not what the people think.
This rule, equally arduous in actual
and In intellectual life, may serve for
the whole distinction between greatness and meanness. It is the harder,
because you will always find those
who think, they know what Is your
duty better than you know It It is
easy In the world to live after the
world's opinion; it is easy In solitude
to live after oar own; but the great
man is he who in the midst of the
crowd keeps with perfect sweetness
the independence of solitude. Emer-

BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO. 6
$4.00

SIZE

per 1000

3x6&

NO, 10 SIZE 4Jix9& IN.

IN.

14.00 per 1000

$2.50 for 600

$2.50 for

SCO

son.
-

Uncle Hawhee's Philosophy.
Never quar'l wid a deacon. De
has got dess enough piety to
put up de meanest kind of a fight
Don't mou'n 'bout how hahd yo' has
we kain't all be
to work. Law-Buzmembers o' Congress and git paid for

GOOD

gen-lema- n

QUALITY

LOPES, NO.
$3.50

per

6

1000

XXX RAG
SIZE

ENVE--

3x6

NO. 12 SIZE

IN.

$4.50 per 1000

$2.50 for 500

4xll

IN.

$2.75

for

'

500

loafln'.

If yo' wants to git cured o' dyspepsy
A nigger preach:
er kin eat twice as much as a common
Trained Women, Better Marriages.
man widout a squalm o' conThere are many tragic homes, many
a dull, drab life where a woman's soul science; a puhsidin' eldah three times
is crushed, her spirit broken, her heart as much; an evangelist fou' times, at
dead, all under the cover of marriage, de very least; and de Lawd he'p us
simply because she has been under the when de bishop heaves in sight! Kan
ancient grip of old notions of utter sub sas City Star.
servience. A woman is not a man's
slave; she is his equal. The modern
"Bob" and "Cob."
woman is going to assert this. The
Most people would know what was
outcome will be more happiness all meant by the term "bob" speaking of
'
around.
But would they be able to
money.
Will there be fewer marriages? Will say offhand what a cob is, or was,
there be fewer children? We need not in similar connection? It was used
trouble ourselves about such matters. In polite circles in the seventeenth
They are in the hands of Nature, or century, for it occurs In a letter from
better Bay God. There may be fewer the earl of Essex: "So my wife gave
sordid marriages, fewed brutal mat-ing- her a cob, for which she seemed very
fewer wretched economic refu- thankful" printed on the new volume
gees; but, what marriages there are of the "Camden" series, the editor of
will be more and more intelligent, eu- which gives the information that the
genic, idealized and productive of cob was "a piece of money, the value
daily contentment, In proportion as of which varied from four shillings
the woman is free to choose or reject to as much as six shillings in 167S."
Dr. Frank Crane in Woman's World. London Chronicle.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

HEAT ATTRACTIVE PRINTING
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LOCAL NEWS

Don't Forget

1

light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

i i

Ifll Ink.

(

Solve the

at

Bread

7:00
',

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Problem Now

Finch's Golden tyedalnlg Rye, ajed
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdV.

El
modtht
knows how to

is the very best

ern milling

make

Stearns Store Only

method is simple
with (he use of the famous
The

The business meeting of the Baptist
church, announced for Wednesday
night, will be held Tuesday night In
the church parlors, at 8 o'clock.

Best Flour

city fresh every day at our
store made with Moses Best

JOHN H. YORK
Grocer and Baker

The Easter program of the Luther-will be held thlsi evuniiifc,'
."The Ladles' Aid. .society of the First
beginning at 8 o'clock aiXthe'ranch,
Methodist
church, will hold, its reg
of T. H. Maen. An attracte pro
uilar monthly meeting tomorow after
gram has been prepared and a large
noon at 2 : 30 o'cloock at the homer: of
attendance Is expected at theservices.
Mrs. L. P. Lyster, 308 Grand, avenue.
The Ladies league of the Frist
"Lino Romero,), for the past several
Presbyterian church, will meet tomoremployied, at the Nolette barber
years
row afternoon at 2,: 30 o'clock with
has resigned and this- morning
shop,
1201
Mrs. Charles Kinkald,
Eighth
street The subject of the meeting opened; a .barber shop on the PlazaRo-in
Romaine building. Mr.
will Ibe "Fifty Year of Freedom." A the
mero is considered one of the cleverdesined.
,
is
attendance
large
est tonsorial artists in the city.,
i

an church

,

a

prices.

The
young people
are looking forward to an enjoyable
time at the dance to ,be given tonight
In the Rosenthal ua.l on Railroad
avenue. The best of music has been
engaged, and there is no doubt but that
everybody present will have a good
Spanish-America-

These blankets are GenuinerSouvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Wholesalers

New Mexico Largest

Floir For

Easter

Yovir

Baking

should by all means be taken
from a sack or barrel of our
famous Pure Quill brand. No

other flour can compare with
It In producing toothsome
rolls or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes and pastry.
Those who know it will have
no other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Bet- ter than every before.

..?

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

it f!io Ms of Ik Best of Everyliing EsteMe
Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily
SSSfikV"-:-

T 'ii

.

ilOlitt- -'

.

THE GRAAF& HAYWARD C0.ST0RE

HARVEY IMPROVES

ITS

Isaiah Hala, preacher of the "Safety
First" movement ot the Santa Fe
Railway company lines, this morning
addressed the local Order of Railway
Conductors at the O. R. C. hall on
"The Benefit of Taking Precaution.''
He left this afternoon tor Raton and
will return to Las Vegas Thursday,
when he will deliver an address on
"Safety" to the local engineers' and
firemen's fraternal orders..
The funeral of A. P. Young, the vet
eran engineer, who died the latter part
of last week, was held yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock irom the chapel
of the Las Vegas Undertaking com
pany and was attended by friends of
Mr. Young.
Interment was in the
Odd Fellows' cemetery. The following
acted as pall bearers:
Ed Mahon,
Henry Rensing, Earl Finch, C. C.
House, H. Hart and Jesse Taylor.
The following civil service examinations will be held In this city on the
dates mentioned: May 6 Scientific
assistant (male), bureau of fisheries,
salary $900 to $1,200; superintendent
of gaa works (male), salary $1,500;
engineer and carpenter0,.(male), salary $840; aid in grain, standardization
(male), salary $1,400., May
farm, architect (male), barn
architieet (male) salary $1,680 to
$2,500.
May 11 Mining engineer
(male), salary $2,400 to $4,000; assistant engineer of mine tests (male)
salary $1,800 to $2,400; mine statistic
iatt (male), $1,800 to $2,400-- toy 20
In the poisonous plant investigations (male), salary $1,200 to
$1,400 per annum. For all other information eee E. S. Showalter at the
7

poatofflce.

,.

,.
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to provide for the beat transportation
of the foods.

The cars will pass through Las ."VDISTRIBUTION SYSTEM egas four times each week. Two cars
will be from Chicago, carrying meats,
while-'- ,ifVe other Uw-will come from
a
line of
MEATS
California,
AND VEGETABLES
carrying
complete
ARE
fresh vegetables and fruits.
SHIPPED BY EXPRESS INAll the Harvey houBes will be supSTEAD OF BY FREIGHT
plied and with this service the meal
at all Harvey houses will be
A new service
Tor transporting service
as fresh products will arbenefited,
meats and fresh vegetables has been
almost daily.
rive
eat"by
the
Fred
inaugurated
Harvey
ing house system, and promises to be
successful and beneficial. The formATTENTION TEACHERS
er method of shipping meats and vege
The board of education of the town
tables by refrigerator cars on freight
of Las Vegas will receive applications
tram has been abandoned and Harvey
for positions in the West side schools
is sending these eatables on espe
up to May 1. No teachers not having
cially equipped express cars on pas first grade certificates need apply.
senger trains.
Sod applications to L. E. Armijo, secThe first car of this kind to pass
retary of the school board. Adv.
through this city came this afternoon
on train No. 1, carrying fresh meats
from Chicago to be distributed along
KING IS APPOINTED
the, system of Harvey eating housea
Santa Fe. April 13 George C.
to I,o Angeles. The car has been King lias been appointed a member
built especially for this service and of the Colfax county road board to
tas special! arranged compartments succeed J. J- Jeff ere of Maxwell.
o

,

GUARANTEED

Managers Hoffman and Browne ot
the Browne theater have secured an'
other wonderfully beautiful production at their popular playhouse. This
time the patrons of the theater will
be given an opportunity of seeing
"Quo Vadis' 'in films. This production is in every sense the equal of
"The Last Days of Pompeii" and "Antony and Cleopatra," and is a Klein e
production, as they are. Those who
saw ' the two productions mentioned
know what Kleine pictures are and
will realize thai the public is to be
offered something worth while.
"Quo Vadis' 'is produced In several
reels and is a work of art throughout.
It will be shown at the Browhe theater Tuesday" and Wednesday evenWatch for further- announce-menings.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO,
FORMERLY
LAS'YEGAS

FIRST BIG DANCE

With the return of Judge David J.
Saturday night, Beginning at 8 o'Leahy, Court Stenographer William
E, Gortner and Herbert W. Clark from clock, the New Mexico Normal UniSanta Rosa more information has versity will glve' an entertainment at
been received in regard to their the Duncan opera hou3e for the pur-

PROVED

TO

BE A PRETTY DAY
CLOUDS OF THE EARLY MORNING
;
DISAPPEARED IN TIME FOR
FASHION SHOW
.'
"

Diamond-Apri- l's

Birthstone
Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us
you buy

be-fo- re

Although discouraging during the
first part of the morning, Easter day
in Las Vegas proved to be one of the
prettiest seen layears. The early
morning was cloudy, seemingly proclaiming that the oay would be
stormy, but toward 10 o'clock the
clouds disappeared and the un shone
at its best or the remainder of the
day.
As usual yesterday morning brought
forth many new creations In millinery
Hats decked
and women's gowns.
with flowers, foliage and feathers, all

FORD SALES

COMPANY

Sidwy Guao:prteed

t

TO FOLLOW LENT

frightening a woman on the mesa
while on the way to Guadalupe county
seat a week ago yesterday. It appears that the autolsts, In order to
keep the dust out of their eyes put
on goggles shortly after leaving Las
Vegaa. The' woman thought these
were masks', and naturally supposed
she had met a gang of ruffians who
had held up & bank in Las Vegas. Mr.
Gortner was Just in the act of putting
on his goggles when the woman saw
him, and she described him to another
auto party that followed closely behind as "a desperate looking ruffian."
iThere Is a gneat deal of hearsay in
connection with this story, but certain men', who think the joke a good
vo
one, vouch for Its truth.

IN THE CITY

MX 'REPAIR-WORE-

BROWNE AND HOFFANOTHER
SECURE
MAN
GREAT PRODUCTION

District Deputy C. A. Bishop of the
New Mexico B. P. O. Elks, will arrive In Las Vegas tomorrow from h!s
home In Santa Fe and will conduct
WILL
GIVE THE
the Installation of officers of the lo- COLUMBIANS
PEOPLE A CHANCE TO "SHAKE
cal lodge tomorrow night. This will
A FOOT" TONIGHT
be an official visit or Mr. Bishop to
the Las Vegas lodge.
The first big social event following
The Easter Services at the Baptist the close of the season of Lent will
church were fine. The singing by the occur tonight when the Las Vegas
choir was particularly, good and great- council of the Knights of Columbus
ly enjoyed by all. The illustrated ser- will give Its annual Easter Monday
mon in the evening was unique and ball at the armory. An excellent mu
one of the most Impressive and most sical program has been arranged by
enjoyed illustrated sermons ever given the orchestra, an organization
of
in the city. These stereopticon illus- which Mrs. Charles Kohn is the head
trated sermons and lectures will be the floor has been put In the best
given at about the interval of one a possible condition, and everybody Is
month. Good crowds were in attend- assured a good time.
ance both morning and evening.
Dancing will begin promptly at 9
o'clock, following a grand march, at
About 11 o'clock last night a water which handsome souvenir
programs
pipe broke in the Rosa building occu- will be distributed to the guests. A
pied on the first floon by the Boston large number of tickets have been
Clothing house and used as a rooming sold and it is expected that the armory
bouse on the second floor, and as ,a will be filled.
result M. Greenberger, proprietor of
the clothing house, barely escaped a
loss of several thousands of doliara. NORIIAL FOLK TO GIVE
A resident of the house discovered the
break and by bending the pipe into
CLEVER LITTLE PLAY
a bath tub, possible damage to the
store
on
was
first
the
floor
clothing
A small stock of overalls
avoided,
MUSIC
AND
THREE
and other goods of this kind were "BILLS,"
REELS OF MOTION PICTURES
soaked.
SATURDAY NIGHT

EASTER

The

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIKES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESWe

pose of raising funds to pay the remaining expenses of the glee club's
trip to Albuquerque last Thanskgiv-lug- .
The program will consist of
three reels of motion pictures and
music by the glee clubs and orchestra. Following this the dramatic club
will present a one act farce "Bills."
The scene of the pray is laid In New
York City in the Davis apartments.
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Davis have accu
mulated what to them seems enormous debts, amounting to the dreadful
sum of $365.04. They are deluged
With bills and duns and have received
a!? number
of letters rrom a law
named Jones
yer
saying that
he is about to take action against
them. The situation " is hopeless;
they have absolutely no money. '
Another lawyer by the name; of
Jones, a stutterer, appears at this
point and makes many, fruitless ef
forts to deliver a message about some
money matters. The Davises think
he ia the lawyer who Is dunning them
and effectually prevent his saying
anything pertaining to business. Fin
ally, in desperation, he flings own a
letter and leaves them' to read the
message for themselves. They dis
cover that they have made a huge
mistake, for the lawyer brought them
the announcement of a large fortune
left them by a wealthy uncle.
The parts are well taken and the
skit promises to be a big hit. The
cast Is as follows:
Mr. Jack Davis, Frank Landau.
Mrs. Davis, Gladys Carroon.
Jones, a lawyer who stutters, Frank
H. H. Roberts, Jr.
The program for the evening is as
follows:
N

1.

7:20 to

8

o'clock

Music.'

IV

T..PT

TheJOnly Gii&rari:
teed Go Cart oi the

Motrket;t.;t-

n

time.

and REPAIRING

SORIES

MANAGERS

The best bread in the

The Modern Woodmen of America
will meet tonight at the W. O.W.hall
for their regular business session.
The meeting will toegin at 8 o'clock.
All members are requested to be present.

LIVERY

BROWNE THEATER

ll

-

AsbirecTirom the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

"QUO VADIS" AT

MOSES

The Sisterhood of Temple
meet tomorrow afternoon
with Mra. Ludwlg William Ilfeld. Important business is to be transacted,
and all members are urged to be present.
Monte-fiore-wi-

of the most brilliant hues, and gowns
with the cleverest of draperiesk slits
and other effects known only to womankind, together with equal brilliancy
in color, abounded everywhere.
The churches were crowded and the
Impressive Easter services largely enjoyed. Special services were held in
all places of worship in the morning
and in several churches services also
were held In the evening.
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Guaranteed AgalKst
Everything for Two
Years
No
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Higheriri Priceithan Other G ood Ca.rts

J. C. Johnsen

ilES

(Ei

Son

17

AuO TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelln tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
,:
ALL WORK

need-

DONE AT QUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOE ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine: Shop
.

2. 8 o'clock, two reeU of ."motion
pictures,
3. "Merry June," Cfirla' Glee club.
4. Reel of pictures,
5i
Orchestra, !'neln vValse-ph- ll
Swartz; "Peg O' My Heart," Fred
Fischer.
'
6. Play "Bills."
,
End of first show..
1.
Orchestra, "Remlcka Hlts'W.
Bodwalt Lampe.
2. Glee club, "Six O'clock In the
Bay" Stephen Adama.
3.
Motion pictures.

crossed the plains after tie acquisition1
of New Mexico, her father being an
officer at Old Fort "Union. She was
married to Judge HougMon in 1858.
at Santa Fe, he dying at Las Vegas ia
1876.

ft:;

Subscribe for The

0pna

,

BUNCH GETS "BUNCH" "
Las Vegas people buhtless will remember the man who visited Las Vegaa nearly a year ago with a woman
garbed In an Indecent skirt and "who
created a small sensation on the
streets by her garb. This man, Tho-ma- a
Bunch, has been convicted of
violation of the Mann white slave act
and has been sentenced at El Paso
to serve two years In the federal
prison at Leavenworth, Kan.
Bunch was sentenced for transporting a certain Violet Fay from1 Albuquerque to El PaBo for Immoral purposes. This woman Is thought to be
the one who was in this city with

DON'T

FORGET

THE BIG

EASTERN STAR

-

Bunch,

PIONEER DEAD
Roswell, N. M., April 13. The death
here yesterday of Mrs. Carolyn Houghton removes one of the oldest pioneers
of the state and the widow of Judge
Joab Houghton,' first chief justice of
the territory of New Mexico. Mrs.
Houghton came to th! state In 1S49
with the first army command that
A

BALL
AT THE ARMORY
FE1QAY NIGHT

APRIL

17

MUSIC BY A FIVE PIECE
ORCHESTRA

Don't Miss It
Admission SI

I

